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LEONARD PROSS

"Nice and tall and liked by all.

JOANNE PATREI

'She's quiet... .until you know her.

LINDA PROSS

"She's friendly, she's fair, and she's tall; She's
our cheerleading captain for basketball."
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jrou know her."

C7

IOSS

Id she's tall; She's
basketball."

THOMAS REESE

"The rule of my life is to make business a pleasure
and pleasure my business."

DAVID RICHARD

"A true man hates no one.

JEAN RESLER

"A thing of beauty is a joy forever.
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ALBERTA SANDERS

"Nothing is so popular as kindness."

ROBERT SALVAGNI

"The man who blushes is not a brute."

FALK SCHERNECK

'Nothing is more useful than silence.



JANICE SHUSTER

"Shehas hair that seems like sunlight streaming."

If

MARY KAY SMITH

"She had tongue at will and yet was never loud."

LINDA SMITH

"A merry smile and a merry heart.
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DOMINICK STAGLIANO

"For him the world would hold no joys if in it there
were only boys."

FRANKLIN SPRINGER

"A little nonsense now and then is relished
best of men."

FLOYD STEVER

"No man is happy who does not think himself si



SPRINGER

i then is relished by the

KATHLEEN STOCK

"Whatever is worth doing at all is worth doing
well."

•EVER

not think himself so.

GEORGE THOMAS

"Studies should never interfere with one's
education."

JOSEPH SWANK

"School is all right except for the classes."
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DORCAS VAN GORDER

"Her blush is modesty, not guiltines

ROBERT VESPI

'Whatever he did was done with so much ease.

ALAN WEAVER

'I've taken my fun where I've found it.
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y, not guiltiness.

EMMA JANE WALRATH

"She's full of talk, smiles, and fun; we'd never
call her the quiet one."

'EAVER

here I've found it.

JOANNE WEAVER

"For this is a jolly gay world, and I must be
happy, too."

SANDRA WARN

'With sweetness fresh as any rose.
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WANDA YUCHNIEWICZ

"Nothing is achieved before it is thoroughly
attempted."

They conquer who believe they can.


